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IT’S FRIDAY!

DAY!
Dedicated to the philosophy of
the revolutionary poet Faiz
Ahmad Faiz, Laal rocked DLF Place
Saket’s Hard Rock Cafe. Seen on
the far left is the band’s flautist
Haider Rahman and in the picture
is vocalist Mahvash Waqar.

Ekjute’s founder-director Nadira Babbar and her
daughter Juhi are behind the anniversary plays.

Theatrical dream
turns 30 in style
by Adila Matra

Scenes from Roald Dahl’s
Lamb To The Slaughter
(above) and Maugham’s
Mr Know-All (right & inset).

by Adila Matra
THIS WEEKEND, take time off to
watch three literary classics
come alive on stage, back to
back for 95 minutes. Roald
Dahl’s Lamb to the Slaughter,
Somerset Maugham’s Mr
Know-All and Sholom Aleichem’s Tevye Wins a Fortune
(from the Fiddler on the Roof
stories) has been adapted into
musical plays by Dramatech, a
theatre group formed by IITDelhi alumni in 1984.
Director Ravi Raj Sagar, a
marketing professional,
has knitted these
three stories
together for an
evening called
‘The Weekend
Cocktail’. Why
named so?
“Because the
evening is a
mix of the best
literary works
plus music,”
Sagar explains.
You’ll hear ‘Diamonds
Are Forever’ in Mr Know-All,
‘Tea for Two’ in Lamb to Slaughter, and ‘If I Were a Rich Man’ in

THREE CLASSICS COME
ALIVE ON STAGE WITH
STRAINS OF MELODIES
Tevye Wins a Fortune.
“We had performed these
plays last year too and the
response was astounding,” says
Sagar, adding that he chose
these stories for three reasons: one, they’re
acknowledged classics;
two, they lend themselves easily to
dramatisation; and
three, he had the
right actors. “We
have Reuben
Israel, an accomplished singer, to
essay the role of
Tevye,” says Sagar. “‘If
I Were a Rich Man’ in a
lesser voice would have
been disastrous.” Dramatech
initially had only IIT-Delhi
alumni, but it has expanded

over the last 27 years and 35
productions to include talent
from Delhi University and IIMs.
It is now a mixed group of 90
members — all working professionals and students.
He says he had to make an
effort to adapt Maugham and
Tevye “from page to stage”, but
he was lucky to stumble upon a
teleplay based on Dahl’s Lamb
to the Slaughter by Alfred
Hiitchcock for a BBC series.
“There was no way I could compete with that, so I just picked it
up,” he says. If you missed ‘The
Weekend Cocktail’ last year, it
may be a good idea to catch up
with it this weekend.
— The Weekend Cocktail will be
staged on April 21 & 22 at the Shri
Ram Centre. Tickets are available
on www.bookmyshow.com
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Ekjute’s controversial play Pencil Sey Brush Tak, where
Tom Alter played M.F. Husain, flagged off the festival.
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